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n nthe course of the Investigations, data were obtained supporting the con-
cept that chiggers are the actual reservoirs as well as the vectors of chigger-
borne rickettslosis. Thus, the infection Is maintained in nature by transovarial
transmission of rickettsiae from mother to offspring. However, the studies also
Indicate that under certain conditions (e.g., reattachment, or occasional acqul-
sition of true Infection), chiggers acquiring Rlckettsia'tuttuaamushl by feeding
on rickettsmic hosts, may actually play a role in perpetuating the cycle or
Infecting another mammal. As emphasized In some of the articles published under
these auspices, topography, geography and ecology are each Insufficient to deter-
mine the endemicity of scrub typhus In any particular area In the-continents where
the rickettslosis is known to occur. Factors like geological history, "ecological
islands," and the nature of the faun must also be considered. Another Important
factor is the sequential ecological ccesslon that occurs with the passage of
years after the terrain has been modi led by man or nature, and whereby the kind
of local rats and chiggers vary .accor Ingly.

Under this contract and.its prede essors, a total of 62 new species of
chiggers were described. The more rec nt papers Included a revisionary one on
Helenicula, a major parasite of rats.
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FOREWORD

In conducting the research described In this report, the Investigator
adhered to the "Guide for Laboratory Animal Facilities* & Care." aspoml
gated by the Comittee on the Guide for Laboratory Resources, National
Academy~ of Sciences -National Research Council.
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SUNNART

Under this Contract, research was carred out primarily on 1) the ecology of ehiggsr-boew
olcettslosis (scrub typhus); 2) the classification of taombloulld aftes (chigrm) Including

Iorn and potential vectors of this infection; 3) corollary subjects whioh were by-products of
the above studies and I) development of pewtlnm tehniqes. Of the 27 articles published
with the support of this Oontract, 33 deal principally with the ecolog of chigger-borne

iekttalos; 4 with voctoaship of that Inootiong I with taxonomy and 6 papers treat other
ectopa-saltes or thelp hosts. One of the publications Is an extensive and critical review of
the ecolog of scrub typbps and Includes new and original Ideas on the subject. This riokett-
sloshs is considered to be Intmately associated with wild forms of R attu s (Rat~u) and
chiggers of the Leptotrombidlus Eqt oomplez.. Both ecologically and geographically it Is
restricted to areas where those pawticular mummals and aites co-exist. Chigger-borne riokett-
sloss is not expected to ocur west of Bastern Iran, or In the New World, eo. ow in most of
the primary forest In 3.u. Asia. Our findings of such hLiggws In the mountalns of SthLopla
re-opens the question as to whether scrub typhus ooours In Africa.

In the course of the investigatlons, data were obtained supporting the concept that ohiggers
are the actual reservolrs as well as the vectors of ohigger-borne ricettslosis. Thuts, the
Infection is mainttne4 in nature by transoverial transmission of riokettslae from mother to
offspring. However, the studies also Indicate that under certain conditions (e.. reattach-
sent, ow occasional acqulstlon of true Infection), ohlg@es aoqlrl Rickettsia tsutsuamashl
by feeding on rickettsemlo hosts, may actually play a role in perpetuating the cycle or
Infecting another masmal. As emphasised In some of the articles published under these
amploes, topography, geogaphy and eoology are each insufficient to determine the endemicity
of scrub typhus In any particular area In the continents where the ickettslosls Is kmown to
occur. lactors lik geological history, eoologioa1 islands,' and the nature of the fauna
must also be considered. Another Important factor is the sequential ecological succession that
occurs with the passage of years after the terrain has been modified by man or nature, and
whereby the kind of local rats and chiggers vary accordingly.

The mass cultures of trombloulld aites prepared In this progaa were unique, and as ny
as could be handled by the Army were supplied for future maintensnce. The successful techniques
e being described in an article in preparation.

Under this Oontract and Its predecessors, a total of 62 new species of chiggers were
described. The more recent papers Included a revislonary one on Relenioula, a major
ppraa te of rats.
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1. ZM30O0TI0N

In *see, Contract No 0-00II7 was a cntiuation of the sarological aspeets of Ontracts
DA49-l93-ND-207&, and DA49-195-AD-2277 (Whiesh Is still on-going and Is eenened with
rickettalal researob), and hone. this Final Report refers In parts to results obtained based
on the earlier studies and published uInSg the tenure of Contrast 0-047. It should also be
noted that at the onset of this Contrast period, we were direoted by the hAn mathritles to
cease all taxonomic work forthwith and restrict our investigations solely to emiermntal

studies on scrub typhus (ohigger-borne ri.Imttsiscsis)e whbereas later, In the middle period,
we were sumarily told to do just the opposite, i.e., kill off the colonies of chigaws we
were using In expermnts and solely undertake taxonomic Investigations. In view of the sudden
and complete, changss of direction, the long-rang. objectives could not be fully achieved, and
we still wre working on somw of the moasripts.

In the iuibliopeophio citations in this Reports the desiguatom after the reference
nmbter Indicate the following:

upertains to work specifically done under this Contracts and by the scientists listed
herein.

CIndicates studies accomplished with the partial support of the Contract, by us or our
colleagues.

#refers to other articles published under the auspices of the Contract.

0 signifies other Army-sponsored research, e.g. previous Contract, undertaken by us.

Unmarked citations refer to work by other investigators.

n. TIE sZoLOY 01 CHIGI-BOIW RiOUTTBiosis.

A. BACUROUND

1. In 19741 we published en sitensive and critical review of the ecology of ohigge-boe
riokettsiosis (30").* This presented a synthesis and analysis of available information,
Including new and original material based upon work undertaken In this Contract and its
predecessors, as well as observations from the general literature. As background for some of
the points made below, we cite the conclusions reported In that papers. .

NI1) The ohwasteristic epidemiological features of ahigue-berne typhus,0 such as a
marked focal distribution of oases occurring as a sharp outbreak In terrain of secondary
vegetation, eto., s ay all be explained In terms of the attributes of the vector ohiggera.

(2) The riokettsiosis exists In a wide variety of habitats, ranging from semideserts
to alpine meadows and subartio sores In the Himalayas, and from disturbed rain forest to

seoaahores. The endemicity In modified dlpterocarp forest may be comparable to that In the
laang on the periphery, depending upon tine and place. The name scrub typhus hence is a
misnomer and Is misleading regardng the type of endemic habitats that my be haruadous.

(3) All known foci are chwaaterized by changing enviromntal conditions, whether
Induced by mot or nature as a sudden event (e.g., clearing of forests,* landslides), or
gradual (changes along untouched fringe habitats) or cyclical (tida:l mones, spring floods,
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glacial wunoff).
* (4) iGht a of the Im&neM 2. aM-goup are the main veetors to me and

perhas to othar Maost as wall. go far' as known# these ohIgs arwe abndat mhaevev
this Infection has been reported.

4' (5) Rats &particularly wild rate of the aubemas Rattus, we found in all known
endenie wes mid they seve as pima heats of h=1mnashdM thvouheut their' native
rang"s.

(6) Sam sort of tranuitional or beconfary vegetation is cheasteristic of all
terrain we outbreaks have oesuvved, an is present in some form In all known fool of
ohiggwr-berne Pichettolosis, even It only a fringe habitat along stream; In deep forest.

(7) The conjunction of the LL. Ai~aA.-goup, wild rats and transitional vegetation
* (such as prasses herbs, seoondawy-growt trees and shrubs) Is so Intimately connected

with this Infection that, together with & ~~fm~L these factors we regwrded
as cnstituting the Ozoonotio tetradi of Oifga-borne viohettsiooss and wre believed to
have evolved together as a biloe.

(8) 'It Is believed that as SAtta and associated members of the subgenus JARS&-

k~1humpenetrated now weaso and habitats during the peregrinations of these rdents
thrsough the eons, they gave vise to new taxa In the ourse of evolution. Many of these
became direct pwrticipants In the cycles of this riolcettsiosis, but as the ohiggev
adapted to other kinds of hosts 11i~ung in the paths of the emigrating rats, such
ammals (and perhaps their own tvombiould fauna) became secondwitly involved in the

ecology of the Infection (eg T oles In the Himalayas and Japan) and served to extend
Its V0041 -.

(9) The role of other inds of chiggers Is unclear, but members of Mootroublcula.
flablMlA.j etoo& ay prove to serve as minor vectors to men, or be important as
Intl'azootlo vectors.

(10) Naturally infected chiggers presumablyv constitute the main reservoirs of L
tout LW~gAAM in nature, maintaining and perpetuating the cyole of Infection by transo-
vwilan transmiss ion of rickettsae from mother to progeny, especially in certain family
lines of vectov species.

(21) Natural Infection with L MjpginjgU Is **acted to ccour in any mawmal
and presumably, bird whose habits brinig them Into contact with ground Infested with
veotor species of chigger& In endemic wans,

(22) While natural Infection is widespread In a variety of thavaphions, especially
pround-infesting species, It may be that ricksttsiae from such hosts do not regularly
enter the epidemiological picture. Thus, chiggera normally feed but once as parasites
and hence ay acquired Infection will not be passed to a 2nd host unless tz'asovaaIon
transmission to the next generation Is effected& or unless the chigger is exceptional ad
not on2y will reattach to another host but actually succeeds in transmitting Infection.
The laboratory data to date Inicate that these events we unusual, but even so, it they
also occur in nature, they may be significant In the ecology of this z'iokttsiosis because
the enormous numbers of chiggara Inv6lved may omapensate for the -low vats of occurrence.
Transovavian, transmission of acquired Infection, even If a rare avant, could result in
an Increased number of family lines of Infected chigger&, provided succeeding S-enwationa
continued to effectively tvansmit the Infection transovwrially.

(3)Even If they do not constitute true z'eswrvoIra of Infection, vate, field mi"e,
voles, shrews, ground squfrrels and tree shrews which come In contact with the ground in
endemic foci wre nevertheless Important In the ecology of ohIggwr-boz'ne raohttalosis in
that they serve as Important hosts of the jo geljen-ocomplex, which thrive in such
habitats.
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(1)Commensal rats Ad Warea animals play littl, or no part in the eclogy and
k oepidemlolog of this Picelttsiosis, presumably because their habitsa and hnts Saeswray
t- preclude infestation with jnLSI~omltlus and Interfere with the proper post-larval deve-

lopownt of such shiners I they do became Infected.
(25) just as new endemic, fooi Say apper When the .cological features Of 4, habitat

are modified and mombers of the soonotic tetred become predominant; in cooequaens, so
off enfemicity in existing areas wax or vwS GO local conaitions affet the rodent and
chiggar fauna, and the flora, with the passage of time. Several adjacent foci of seemingly
slmilar appearance, or eve different sections of a shomogenmu biotope,.msg tis vary
considerably with respect to the particular phase of the cycle of chigger-borne riokett-
siosis. For exauple, one portion mimy no longer be hyperaniemic, or the couponents and
proportions of the chigger or rat population may differ becas of this time factor.

(16) The available but lUmited data suggest that there Isa no true sylvan cycle of
chigger-borne Pilkttsiosis in the strictly primary forest which deeply Involves
Indigenous Owhit. Letrombidium' and Rehrg aftc., and rats of the subsaer tmg.h.Ag,

Ardomm. a tc. However, members of the L. §SUMUcoplex and the subgenus
Rattps do occur in restricted suitable fringe habitats deep In the forest, e.g.,* aon
sems tracks and by cliffs, and these way become umerous wben conditions are modified, as
whem trees are felled and secondary vegetation appears on a larger scale ow In new pockets.
Ryperendmsic foci smy soon follow, and R. tantsuausmohi Infection ay become comn in
l.(!MI) mnd R. (Leotbriz) enid other 0 jungle rats" as well.

(17) Area with utterly different topographic features, well separated by barriers
li1e deserts end mountain massifa, m=y harbor "ecological islands" end Roases" with a
relict population sharing major elements of the rodent and ectoparasite fauna and
associated infections such an chigger-borne Piokettsiosis * These reflect conditions of the
geological past.

(18) Rickttsia tutl o Is significantly different from other members of the genus
Bickett-AS, end the siumlrties between then probkbly represent convergence towards an
existenjce as Intracellular parasites with cycles In both mammals and arthropods. On the
other hands the so-called serotypes of!R. toutsumashi represent divergent forum.

(19) The widespread distribution ofr ertan strains. and the fact that some serotypes
m=W be transmitted by several species of Lepotrombidiun lend support to the belief that
infection asqulred from, thersphlons; may be an Imortant faoter In the cycles of A.
tautaugamishi In nature. However, there remains a great deal to be learned about the
properties of A. tsutsuauushl and their oonnection with the ecolog of this riolcettsiosis.

(20) Faunal surveys, utlising as Indicators the concurrent presence of the L.
deliense-Woup and wild Rattus (or therephions already Implicated elsewhere) are of value
in predicting whtether chiggr-borne riclmttaiools is endemic In loeality ow habitat. On
this basis, It Is anticipated that this infection exists In um'aecgimod. fowm in 'orkee-
nlys. northeastern Xran, parts of Soviet Central Asia and other areas bcrderitg the known
endemic regions. Orjptoaootic Intection, ow else ensootic Infection coupled with an
occasional human ase, Is e~ected In the peripheral areas of this rickeattsiosis, as seen
In Nores, Iolcaido, W. Pakistan, Taddilkisten, etc.

(21) Chigger-borne Pickettaiocis is absent from the New torld, nerthern UMS and
Swap*. More Information is needed before its status In Africa and the Middle Mast
can be clarified.9
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2. Additional points about the ecolog of ohigger-borne zril~akttsiosis We p esentd in
soU of our other' articles (3 0e% 330, 319).

B. STUDIES OF TH AOQLSVION OF A. TSUTSUMSM, BY OZIOOIS 'WRING ' lE ING PRO MS.

1. Muoh of the work done under this Contract ad Its predecessors wMs ooncerndW ith the
fascinating questions as to whether ohiggwe conld asquire Rielmttsia ±!IAMUMahl Uhile
feeding, becom truly Infected, and transit the Infection to the next generation. If 50,
rodents, as vell as naturally-Infected lines of ohiggers could serve as true reservoirs of
chigger-borne riokettsaosis. The results of our studies with uninfected lines of vector-
species (jom a- , L. w L.e d s L. fletaherl etc.) and suspected vectors

(3ab.U~eal (%.) MLuli) ay be sumiw-ised as follows, a per our 19T5 article on the

subject (33").

1) "Although vector chiggers undoubtedly are i portant true reservoirs of chigger-
borne rickettsAosis, the following suggests that theraphions awy also serve as a
Wellspring for maintenance of the rickettsial cyle in nature.*

2) mUnInfected ohiggers my acquire rickettsiae ile feeding on hosts with
riokettsemia, and such Ingested organisms mey at least survive for weeks. TransovarAan
transmission to the next generation was deonstrated in one pool of ohiggers with such
acquired riokettsiae. An appreciable number of chiggers may detach from their original
host, particularly If it dies prematurely, and successfully attach to a second host and
develop normally thereafter. In one Instance, the chiggers that detached from the second
host still bore evidence of riokettsiae acquired by feeding on the first one, more than one
week erlier. Natural infection vith R. tasutsugamushl Is often commson In a variety of
gound-dwelling thersphlons In endemic areas. Vector species mq be extremely abundant on
such hosts. The geogaphic and ecologic distribution and host relationships of kmown
serotypes of R. tsutsumpushi do not corelate with those of the vector species of Le to-
trombidium. There we conflicting laboratory data on the efficiency of the mechanism of
trasovarian transmission, even when the tests we limited to using susceptible hosts to
feod naturally infected chiggers. There Is no Information available as to the source of
natural Infection in generstions of chiggers In the field, where there are many compli-
cating factors; for example, both lmiune and susceptible hosts may be infested with large
numbers of ohiggers In various stages of engorgement, representing several species of
Lentotrombidium, and Including both Infected and unInfected Individuals, with the
possibility that mowre than one serotype of A. tsutsuamauhl is present in the pools of
chiggers. There req be marked genetic variability in chiggers with respect to the ability
to acquire rickettsiae (and infeotion) by feeding. Similarly, there probably we sidLfli-
cant differences In family Limes of ohiggers regading the virulence of the R. tsutsugan-
shi they carry and In the efficiency of the mechanism of tronsovarlan transmlssion.'

3) "Morse data we required on most of these points before the existing questions can
be answered about the importance of theraphions as a source of rickttsias to ohiggers.

LAMM-
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C. INK POSSIBLE CMOCEN O1 03IGUI-ORNK BICEITTBZO8B 1r AFICA.

1. An Important but unresolved questhn In %bether this rickattaicais exists In Africa.
There have been various repor'ts olaiming endemicity, but sinme they were based uapon serology
of dubious validity, or purely uponl clinical syptoe they have naot received acceptance 00G0).
One arent advanced egaInxt such claim has been that no true lmtotrowbidim (Leetotroiamb!
chiggers had ever been found in Africa. However, In saeological studies supported by this
Contract and based upon travel accomplished with funds provided by the Office of Naval Research
regarding marine typhus, we collected two specieS ot Imuptotrombidim In Ethiopia, both new to
Scenceo, and one of them is a true meor of the subgenus &2dotroidiU akin to the L.
h2.1*u_-mS~oler of classical vectors. The latter new species Is allid to suspected vectors
of chigger-borne rickettsiosle in endemic tooi we had discovered In the Himalayas Sn our hAy-
sponsored projects (vide 3o0 ee, 2M0. 280). Inasuch as It bag been possible to demonstrate
endemicity of Al. tah3&Igmm1h1 ~heever the tests were undertaken Sn the presence of members
of the jL, 42g~flKjcoop1ex (3o**), there now Is a moret justifiable, rationale for the belief
that chiggeraborne rickettsiosis exists Sn Africa.

2. The nov Ethiopian leptotrombidium (leptotrombidum) was collected Sn the mountains
near Ankober, at 12, 000 ft. elevation, from a variety of inarine genera, Including rats that
formerly had been placed Sn the genus Rattias. (As we have stressed (yo**) both scrub typhus
and the subgenus Lavtotrombidium are Intimately associated with the germs Rattus ) Interestingly
enough, the Pakistan species which we described and which this new one resembles: Is also a
high-altitude form (250).

3. Notably, the fleas and rodents of the Anitober region wre closely related to the fauna
of the mountains of southern Ethiopia and those of Uganda, Kenya, eta., the Intervening vast
areas of semidesert or low-lying rain-forest notwithstanding. It appears that these isolated
montane areas wre "ecological Islandl representing former eons when the overall climate
must have been colder, and the lower elevations covered with different types of vegetation,
than now.' The situation seem analogous to what we have hypothesized for the Isolated mountains
of southwest Asia (350, 24IS, 2M5, 30*) It seem likely that mendemlo" cotoparasite-borne
infections found In one area likewise occur in the others, as we showed was the case with tick.
borne rickettsiosis In Pakistan (190, 160).

4&. The second new Lentotrombidium belongs to a different subgenus and comma from the semi-
arid acacia groves of the Rift Valley, an entirely different habitat of a type found throughout
much of Africa, and with a rodent and ectopwrasite fauna that have only a few elements in common

with those of the montane areas.

D, THE ZOONOTIO TETRAD' 0 O iIOGMM-BORNR ICKKTTSIOSIB

1. We have stressed that In all known endemic foci afthis rickettalosis there Is an
invariable concurrence of four factors: 1) chiggers of the subgetns Lentotrombidum; 2) wild
vote, especially of the subgenus Rattus; 3) secondary vegetative growth, in areas of
changing conditions; and 4~) the etiological agent, 1. tautuazsshi within the Leptotrobidium

*It was also postulated as corollaries that the subgenus Leptotrombidium and wild
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forms of Rh u (Rattus) wwe recently evolved tms which were so Intimately associated
with secondary vegetation that these chiggers and rats occurred only In such habitats, ad
henoe would not be found In true primary Jungle (a uoh older habitat, with its own fana
and flora). Ve have pointed out that where such ohIggers, rats or this Infection had been
reported In "wlmary forest," the Investigators in question were actually referring to
weas of disturbed or secondary forest that were de" within "primary jungle,8 now settlements
of aborigines, or else were "fringe habtatsN as exist along streams and tracks. The point
is a fundamental one regarding evolution, zoogeo rhy and the distribution of related
Infections, and we have been seeking data on this score In New Guinea, since virtually all
accessible forested weas in 5.S. Asia have been modified by man. We have also expressed the
opinion that the subgenus Leptotroabldium arose in B.S. Asia and penetrated the peripheral
weas, Including New Guinea, only relatively recently. The data from Now auinea support these
vaious contentions.

2. Data. have been obtained for two forested wean from Wan to Bulldog, south of Van,
along the central range of mountains. In each place there still exist lwge sections of
undisturbed forest. The third weas for comparison, consists of secondary forest or wassland
new Van. Certain species of mammals occur In all three foci, viz., bandlooots, tree possums,
UromyS tree rats, the mmrine Levtoms, and Ratt aoundus a native forest rat that prefers
the margins of the forest. There were significant differences In the distribution of some of
the other mwlds. While Relows were found In all three wean, the several species examined from
the Adelberts were not taken in the other two wreas, and vice versa. Rattus niobe, another
native species, was the dominant rat in the high moss forests at Van and Bulldog (about
2000m. ), but Is apparently absent in the Adelberts (perhaps because the maxim- height of the
mountains there is equivalent only to the lowest level of the range of this rat). Rattus ruber
a rat that was common in the grass and secondary vegetation at Vau and Bulldog, was rare In the
Adelberts and was taken only at the very edge of the forest, and then only seldom. Rattus
exulans, an introduced peridomestio rat found In graslands and open secondary vegetation, was
collected at Van.

3. Of these various murines, only fl. exulana and R. ruber belong In the category of
"wild Rattus rattus" which we feel are so deeply involved In the ecology of chigger-borne
rilkettslosis. If our theories we correct, then In New Ouinea, as elsewhere, the vector-
group of chiggers, namely Letotrobidlum (Letotrobidlum), should be restricted to those
two Rattus, and to the secondary forest near Van, rather than the relatively undisturbed
forest in the Adelberts and along Bulldog Road. Such has proven to be the case, and the
latter two areas have a tromboulld fauna that differs fundamentally f that found in scrub
terrain. Even though the Contract has terminated, we are attempting to obtain additional
data along these lines, using other funds, and plan to publish the results.

B. TOPOGRAPHY AND THE NIEICITY OF CHIGUR-BORNS RICIETTSIOSIS.

2. During Wold War 11 (5,6), and until our Army--sponsored Investigations in Pakistan
proved otherwise (26', 24, e * , 30 , 3I4e, 35) It was firmly believed that a glance at
the terrain In question, or even an aerial photograph thereof, would serve to Immediately
determine whether scrub typhus was endemic in any particular Asistic-Paciflc area. This
feeling was based upon the "chwaoterlstio" association of endemicity with secondary vegeta-
tion. However, as sumaalsed by us in 1972 (34**), our studies proved otherwise, as shown
by the following .ttracts:

.. . .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. , . , . . . .. . . . .. . ... . . . . . . . .. . . .. . ..L .. - . - .. . . .... .
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8(l) Despite fundamental physl nPoal and ecological differences and separation by
many miles, two areas mor harbor virtually the same founs of small animals and eatopora-
sites, e.g. the mountain-deserts of Gilgit and the coniferous forests of the Kaghan Valley.

(2) In eontrast, signifloant fennel differences, independent of altitudes, may occur
within different parts of a region that appears essentially homogenous, e.g. the teaperate
forests near the mouth of the Meghan Valley and those 65-110 s further north.

(3) 'geological Islands$ containing faunal and floral elements Identical to those of
the meals Kashan Valley exist In scattered mountainous reas amidst the deserts, of V.
Pakistan, e.g. In Swat. Dir and 1i2git, and It is believed that similar refuges occur
in nelgboring parts of the USSR, Afghanistan, Nepal. Sinkiang, Tibet, etc. Biological
barriers, such as vast stretches of desert or semidsert, perpetual icy peaks of mountain
massif and broad. rivers separate the weas In Pakistan, and hence It seems that. the
progenitors of these mammals and ectoparsltes must have been present there before the

uplift of the main Himalayas and the creation of mario habitats in the Pleistocene and
Recent epochs.

(4) Scrub typhus and tick t7phus Infections wre present In all of these types of
mountainous habitats, I.e., as moals scrub typhus" in the mountain-deserts of Gilgit,
as well as In alpine and subartio habitats In the mesic mountains. The rellot faunas on
the ecological Islands may therefore be Infected with other microbial agents associated
with these .aame mammals and eotoparasites elsewhere, i.e., viruses of hemorrhagic fever,
tularemia, etc.

2. n 1968 we reported another reason Wby topography and ecology alone are insufficient to
determine endemicity (276)a. namely that. there is a notable time-factor, end hence with the
passage of 5-10 years, terrain that superficially has remained unchanged in appearance may
have varied from a hyperaendemie focus of scrub typhus to one that Is of low endemicity.
What happens Is that there are cyclical changes In the rats and vector species of trombioulids
replaced by others, and these in turn may give way to different species in a few years (30**).
As we stressed In 1972, (29**) this phenomenon has not yet been adequately appreciated, and
hence misleading or erroneous reports have sppeared In the literature, as when one group of
workers report that their predecessors erred In saying a certain species of chigger or rat
was predominant In a particular focus, or when Investigators coapare the endemicity of a focus
today with one for an aea that wan reported. 10 years. ago, not realizing that the latter may be
currently very different. It no doubt was this time-factor that accounted for the dearth of
veotor-Leptotrombidium In the classical foci In the gold-fields of New Guinea and their
abundance In new areas there, where the presence of scrub typhus had never been previously
suspected (2 2 *).

We have bean assembling data on these points as to how topography alone cannot be used to
determine endemicity with ohigger-borne riakettsiosis and plan to publish an article theretn.

1. OTHER STUDIES ON CHIG I-BORNR RICUTTSIOSI8

With the partial support of this Contract, we organized a Colloquium on the zoogeography
and ecolog of ectoparasites, their hosts end related infectlons at the Second International
Congress of Parasitology, Washington, D.C. (1970). Included In the Oolloquium, and published
in 1972 with our sponsorship and auspices as Editors (23*c) were the following articles on
scrub typhus: Traub et al (3,4e).,fraub and Wissemen (2 9co) Boise (76*)s Asanuma at al (1l)
Kitaoka et &1 (90); and Kitaoka (100). Another pertinent publication was the chapter we
prepared on scrub typhus (360) In a standard text on tropical medicine.
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G. STOLOGIOAI MTDIM01 ON H m ATNMENMT.

A pa'elMimnaVY Meort on the host reactions at the site of attachment of the chigger was
published in 1972 (70*). Thisrein it Wag painted out that the cellular envfronment (e.g.
mao!phagss at this Site ma be at consequence In the transmission of R. tot~muh
both to end from the trou'hiculd mite. A paper on the details is in preparation.

III. TIOHKIQ= OF REARING OHIGES.

A. After the Oontract funds were terminated for the support of studies onl the transmission
of R. tautsugaa'ushi, we managed to utilise other monies to keep the most valuable of those
uniquPe colonies going for more than a year, until such time as the Walter Reed Army Institute
of Research (at Forest Glen) was ready to receive and maintain them. These were the first
mass cputurts of chiggers ever established, sinoce the methods for colonizing chiggers in
other laboratories were based wholly upon the use of small containers. In conjunction with
the Army scientists, we are writing a pqapen the methods.

IV. TAXONOMY

A. In a revision of Helenicula of the Old World, we dealt with 28 species. inoluding
nine which were new to Scienc (14&*). These ohiggers are one of the major groups Infesting
Rattus and hence they are of especial interest.* Diagnoses and Illustrations were presented
for all the species, along with a key for their identification. In the discussion on epideai-
olog In this artiole, It was pointed out that birds my be important In transporting these
and other chiggers of rats over vast distances, e.g. Nepal-Pakistan-and Africa.

B. The genms Guntherana Is one of the major tame of trombiculids on rats in Now Guinea.
and new species wre still being collected. We described three such (lv*) and have more on
hand. Additional New Guinean chiggers were also described in another collaborative project
(11'). Beowase of the military importance of scrub typhus In Vietnam and the need for
Army entomologists to kniow which species of chiggers the troops were encountering, we prepared
a Report on the chiggers kniown to occur in Vietnam, Written in collaboration with M.
Nadcbatram of the Institute for Medical Research, Kuala Inqtur, this Report was made available
to the AraW in unfinished form because of the urgent need for the document. It Included
diagnoses, keys for the Identification of genera, and species, illustrations of cardInal features,
notes on hosts and habitats, etc., end served as the basis for the 1974 paper by Nadohatram and
Dohany (2).
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0. As the result of an eetopseolte muvey vs sponsored in Nepal. it was learned that
of the 57 species of seIggers col3eted, 16 (28$) were LstotrowbidLus, end of these 10 (62%)
were new to Selone (260). anuaelpft we In preperation on this material, sand desoriptions
are also being radesd on the now tae from 3thlopla. Under this Contract ad Its predeoessors,
a total of 62 now speols of chigges wr described with the Principal Assistant as co-author,
naasly 12 and 50 respootively.

It is eObaslsed that no Oontrast tunds wore used fo travel to Itbiopia, Nepal low
Guinea, eto. The opportunity tor oclleotlag there arose becmse of other projects, with
mutually advantageous results.

V.. OTM RJUI ANT STUDIE

A. Othek publications by colloaues based upon the Army-sponsored field-work in Pakistan
have appeared, e.g. two by ALlred on mesoatigmatid mites (1*, 2*), and two articles on annal-
hosts (17*. 18).

i7
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